DATE: June 16, 2017

TO: State Survey Agency Directors

FROM: Director
Survey and Certification Group

SUBJECT: New Guidance for the Formatting of the Plans of Correction

Memorandum Summary

- **Format for Plans of Corrections (PoCs)/Allegations of Compliance (AOC):** Providers/Suppliers and Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) Laboratories will no longer be required to write their PoC (for CLIA, this includes AOCs) on the right side of the CMS Form 2567. Providers/Suppliers or CLIA Laboratories may submit their PoC/AOC as a separate document attachment or may continue to document the PoC on the right side of the CMS Form 2567.

- **Signature on First Page:** The Laboratory Director or Provider/Supplier Representative’s signature is still required on the first page of the CMS Form 2567 for the PoC/AOC. The PoC/AOC can be sent as an attachment to the signed first page of the CMS Form 2567.

Background

Section 2728B- PoC of the State Operations Manual (SOM) provides the expectations for an approved POC:

An acceptable plan of correction must contain the following elements:

- The plan of correcting the specific deficiency. The plan should address the processes that lead to the deficiency cited;
- The procedure for implementing the acceptable plan of correction for the specific deficiency cited;
- The monitoring procedure to ensure that the plan of correction is effective and that specific deficiency cited remains corrected and/or in compliance with the regulatory requirements;
- The title of the person responsible for implementing the acceptable plan of correction.

All of these elements are expected in an acceptable PoC or credible AOC, no matter the format.

The CMS Form 2567 and accompanying PoC/AOC are publically releasable documents, so providers are required to omit any Privacy Act or Protected Health Information. If such information is included, the State Survey Agency will notify the Provider/Supplier or CLIA Laboratory and obtain an amended POC.

Under 42 CFR §483.10(g) Examination of Survey Results, Long-Term Care (LTC) facilities are required to post the most recent CMS Form 2567 and any PoC in effect. LTC facilities choosing to attach their PoC to the first page of the CMS Form 2567 are required to post the PoC with the publically available CMS Form 2567.

**Contact:** For questions or concerns regarding this policy memorandum, please contact your appropriate Regional Office.

**Effective Date:** Immediately. This policy should be communicated with all survey and certification staff, their managers and the State/Regional Office training coordinators within 30 days of this memorandum.

/s/
David R. Wright

cc: Survey and Certification Regional Office Management